Paul Jourdan
“Mining for Change”, Sandton
Sandton,, June, 2012
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“11. There was greater consensus in the commission on the
nationalisation of mines and other strategic sectors of the
economy. The NGC therefore mandated the NEC to ensure further

work be done, including research, study tours and discussions,
and to report to the Policy Conference for decision at National
Conference in 2012.
12. The NGC urged government to expedite the establishment of a
state mining company to consolidate all assets of the state in
mining. The mining company should be given a mandate to
consider various forms of ownership including partnerships with
the private sector.
13. The NGC called on government to develop a mining sector
strategy within 12 months, which takes into account the country’s
developmental needs and which should also help clarify the state’s
role in the sector. Among others, the state must ensure an
increase in beneficiation of all mineral resources and increase
beneficiation targets from the current 10% to about 50% over the
next 20 years.
14. The above will require consequential amendments to the
Mineral and Petroleum Resources Development Act in order to
support the objectives of our mineral sector strategy.”
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To carry out “...an in-depth study on how best to leverage our

mineral wealth to achieve our key strategic goal of placing our
economy on to a new jobjob-creating and more equitable growth
path”.
path “This will be achieved through evaluating the forms of
state interventions by ‘developmental states’; including through
nationalisation, and evaluating other factors influencing such
interventions in the context of maximising the growth,
development and employment potential embedded in mineral
assets”.
assets
“This will be complemented by an identification and critical
evaluation of current and previous experiences (case studies)
and options for the likely future development of instruments of
state intervention, in selected countries:
Latin America (Brazil, Chile and Venezuela);
Africa (Botswana, Namibia and Zambia);
Asia (China and Malaysia);
OECD (Norway; Finland, Sweden and Australia)

Context: ANC Policy, Africa Union AMV, Umrabulo: Contributions
(ANCYL et al).
SIMS Team: Paul Jourdan, Pundy Pillay,
Pillay, Margaret Chitiga
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Earliest use of minerals - Homo habilis (Sterkfontein and Kromdraai
Kromdraai,,
1.7 - 2 million years BP)

Oldowan chopper cores and flake tool, Olduvai
Gorge, Tanzania

Earliest recorded “quarrying” by hominids

The earliest known example of
symbolic art?

The first human “writing”?
Engraved plaque of ochre (hematite) from
Blombos Cave (Cape Province), 75 000 years BP
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Underground ochre mine, Lion Cavern, Ngwenya, Swaziland,
20 000 - 43 000 years BP (Middle Stone Age)

The world’s first
underground mine
(San people)!
Iron copper and tin mining and smelting, from c. 200 AD

Venda-type iron
smelting furnace,
1888. Traditional
product till ~1950’s

.

For axe heads, hoes,
arrow heads,
assegais, etc.

1000’s of smelting sites across southern Africa!
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Mapungubwe,, c. 1220 -1270:
Mapungubwe
trade via the eastern seaboard
to the Middle East and Asia wellwell- established by c. 900 AD
BOTSWANA

ZIMBABWE

trading
dhow

Mapungubwe
Ming porcelain
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Colonial period:
period:
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• The Freedom Charter 1955: “The national wealth of our country, the

heritage of all South Africans, shall be restored to the people; the
mineral wealth beneath the soil, the banks and monopoly industry
shall be transferred to the ownership of the people as a whole”.
• “Ready to Govern” 1992 : “The mineral wealth beneath the soil is the

national heritage of all South Africans, including future generations.
As a diminishing resource it should be used with due regard to socioeconomic needs and environmental conservation. The ANC will, in
consultation with unions and employers, introduce a mining strategy
which will ... where appropriate, involve public ownership and joint
ventures. Policies will be developed to integrate the mining industry
with other sectors of the economy by encouraging mineral
beneficiation and the creation of a world class mining and mineral
processing capital goods industry.”
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• The RDP 1994: “..specific (RDP) policies aim to expand the competitive

advantage already enjoyed by the mining and capital and energy-intensive
mineral processing and chemical industries that lie at the core of the economy
and which provide the bulk of the country's foreign exchange” In addition the
“RDP must strengthen and broaden upstream and downstream linkages
mineral--based industries and other sub
sub--sectors of
between the burgeoning mineral
industry. On pricing of intermediate inputs: “Where conglomerate control
impedes the objectives, anti-trust policies will be invoked”
• “Draft
Draft Mineral & Energy Policy”
Policy 1994: Comprehensive policy options.
• Polokwane 2007: “The use of natural resources, ...in a manner that promotes

the sustainability and development of local communities and also realises the
economic and social needs of the whole nation...”
“Our programme must also deepen the linkages of the mineral sector to the
national economy through beneficiation of these resources and creating
supplier and service industries around the minerals sector.”
“The developmental state should maintain its strategic role in shaping the key
sectors of the economy, including the mineral and energy complex and the
national transport and logistics system.
system

“…ensure that our national resource endowments, including

land, water, minerals and marine resources are exploited to
effectively maximise the growth, development and employment
potential embedded in such national assets, and not purely for
profit maximization.”
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• “Accelerating exploitation of mineral reserves by ensuring an

effective review of the minerals rights regime, lowering the cost of
critical inputs including logistics and skills in order to stimulate
private investment in the mining sector, and setting up a statestate-owned
mining company that would co-exist with a strong private mining
sector and that promotes beneficiation, as well as greater utilisation
of the mineral resource base of the country for developmental
purposes, including potentially through a sovereign wealth fund.”
fund
• “Refocusing the beneficiation strategy to support fabrication (stage
4) (rather than only smelting and refining, which are both capital and
energy intensive), including stronger measures to address
uncompetitive pricing of intermediate inputs,
inputs such as where
appropriate, export taxes on selected mineral products linked to clear
industrial strategies.”
•

(above) NGP floats the idea of an “African
development fund”: “Such a fund [will] promote investment in the
region.
region At the same time, it [will] function as a sovereign wealth fund

that invests accumulated foreign reserves in productive projects with
a higher yield than investment in developed-country bonds.”
Resource Rent
Tax (RRT)

Sovereign
Wealth Fund

Regional
Dev Fund

Regional
Infrastructure
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South Africa’s Natural Resources
Our natural (static) comparative advantage lies in its natural resources
endowment as well as potential, particularly:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Minerals & energy;
Agriculture & Animal husbandry;
Forestry & Biomass;
Water;
Fisheries & Aquaculture; and
Tourism (natural endowment-based).

However, of these, only our mineral and tourism resources could be
considered as “exceptional” in global terms:
• Our energy resources are predominantly problematic as they are mainly based
on fossil fuels (coal, CBM, gas), though there could be long-term solar potential
with new technologies.
• We are a water scarce country with increasing water imports, which also curtails
its agricultural & animal husbandry potential (2/3 of SA gets less than 500mm/an
= minimum for dry-land farming).
• Natural harvesting of sea fisheries has peaked, but our ~2500km coastline
could give a relative mariculture advantage (still nascent).
• Natural harvesting of forests is in decline and plantation forestry has reached its
limit, if not over-reached it, in terms of water consumption.
• Out tourism potential is constrained by the long distances to the main markets.
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South Africa is wellwell-endowed with mineral resources
South Africa’s Mineral Reserves, World Ranking, 2009 Production &
Nominal Life (assuming no further reserves) at 2009 Extraction Rates
Mineral

RESERVES
%World
*
16.7
72.4
7.4
2.4
17
12.7
0.8

Rank
*
3
1
6
6
2
1
13

PRODUCTION 2009
Mass %World Rank
0.265
60.2
1
3
1.6
3
6.762
*
1
250.6
3.6
7
0.089
*
*
0.18
3.5
5
197
7.8
5
55.4
3.5
6
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t
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Lead
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Phosphate Rock
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t
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6
1
8
1
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19.2
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2
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1
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1

1.1
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Zinc
Zirconium
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12000
80
15
14

8
32
40
3.3
25

4
2
2
8
2

0.623
11.6
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0.029
0.395

1.3
25.4
35
0.2
32

10
1
1
25
2

LIFE
Years

192
117
813
121
146
444
30
27
451
61
874
107
258
1118
65
364
698
1034
412
517
35

Source: SAMI 2009/2010, DMR 2010; and Wilson & Anhaeusser 1998: “The Mineral Resources of South Africa”, CGS Pretoria (for BC- Bushveld Complex)
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Main Formations & Bodies
• The Witwatersrand Basin:
Basin Gold (>90% of current production),
as well as considerable resources of uranium, silver, pyrite &
osmiridium;
• The Bushveld Complex:
Complex PGMs with associated copper, nickel &
cobalt. Also, chromium (chromite seams) and vanadium &
titanium bearing magnetite (iron ore) seams, as well as
industrial minerals, such as fluorspar & andalusite;
• The Transvaal Supergroup: Large resources of manganese &
iron ore;
• The Karoo Basin:
Basin Considerable bituminous coal & anthracite
resources;
• The Phalaborwa Igneous Complex:
Complex Copper, phosphate,
titanium, vermiculite, feldspar & zirconium;
• Kimberlite pipes: Diamonds (also occur in secondary alluvial,
fluvial and marine deposits);
• Heavy mineral sands:
sands Titanium (ilmenite & rutile), zircon and
magnetite, mainly in coastal paleo-dunes;
• Bushmanland Group:
Group lead-zinc with copper & silver.
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Only a few areas are
endowed with mineral
assets: Most parts of SA
have little on no
economic minerals!

Source: www.cgs.gov
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Source: CoM 2011
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• From the end of the 19th Century the mining
conglomerates (mining houses) developed the core
of our economy, the Minerals Energy Complex (MEC).
• Viewed as a set of economic sub-sectors, the MEC
consists of mining, certain sub-sectors of mineralbased “manufacturing” closely linked to mining &
energy-intensive, the electricity sector and the
transport and storage sector.
• Since World War II the MEC has dominated our
economy and is by far the largest contributor to our
GDP, exports, capital formation and employment.
• Similar resource-energy complexes underpinned
the early development of several of the countries
examined in this study, such as the Nordics (forestry,
minerals and energy) & Brazil (currently).
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The Asian Boom has dramatically increased
demand and mineral prices!
(collapsed in 2009, but recovered 2010))
300

Indexed Commodity Prices (2005=100)
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50

US Toxic
Debt Crisis

0

All Commods

Non-fuel

Metals

20
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The southern
African region is
growing faster than
SA (resources)

Source: UNCTAD WIR 2011 p3
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Mineral Intensity of Global Growth
(Mass consumed per unit
of global GDP)
High
intensity, sellers

market: Strong
High
intensity, sellers
market: Strong

demand/prices
Growth & development
> State control & share
of resource rents

demand/prices
Growth & development
> State control (SOEs)
& share of resource
rents

Low
intensity, buyers
market: Weak

Steel-- good proxy for most minerals
Steel

demand/prices
stagnation & instability
Widespread
privatisations, Low tax
(rent share)
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High Intensity

Steel
Intensity

Low Intensity

?

(all metals proxy)

PRC

India
~$16k/capita

China + India > 2X
pop’n of First World!

Data Source: BHPB 2006
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Energy intensity follows a similar path,
but appears to peak at ~ $20 - $25k/cap

?

25

50
45
40
35
High Minerals
Intensity:
30
Increasing State
25
Control:
20
High share
of rents (equity)
15
10

Low Minerals
Intensity:
Privatisation:
Ultra low share
of rents

High Minerals
Intensity:
Moderate State
Control:
Greater share
of rents (tax)

5
Total State (including China)

0
1975

1984

1989

2000

China
2005

2009

2010

Source: Raw Materials Data 2010.
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2003--2008
The “failure” of South Africa to take full advantage of the 2003
resources boom is often opportunistically blamed on the allegedly
onerous mining regime by interests seeking an even more “liberal”
regime. However, is this the reason? Infrastructure and resources
constraints appear to be the predominant cause:
1. PGMs – increased market share: expanded into the boom, tho’ Platreef
development constrained by water. Ni & Cu limited by PGMs, as by-products;
2. Gold – lost market share: constrained by limited reserves (the Wits resource)
3. Coal – lost market share: constrained by rail/terminal capacity;
4. Iron ore – lost market share: constrained by rail/terminal capacity;
5. Chromium – slightly lost market share: FeCr limited by elec crisis;
6. Manganese – kept share, despite rail constraints;
7. Copper – lost market share: constrained by limited reserves (Phalaborwa)
and the PGM mining shift from the Merensky Reef to UG2 (less Cu & Ni);
Market Share: SA % of world production for Au, PGM, Cr, Fe, Mn, C

70%

HSRC CGE model
indicated that a 30%
increase in mineral
exports could result in
150,000 to 280,000 JOBS!

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
2000

2001

Cr/World
PGM/World

2002

2003

2004

Mn/World
Fe/World X 10

2005

2006

2007

2008

Au/World
Coal/World X 10
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Maximise the 5 resource

5. FORWARD

1. FISCAL: Capture &
invest of resource rents
Use depleting assets
(RRT) in longlong-term
economic physical & to underpin growth in
human infra (inter(intersustainable sectors
generational)

2. SPATIAL

Value-addition:
Value(beneficiation)
Export of resourceresourcebased articles

4. KNOWLEDGE
Linkages (HRD & R&D):

“Nursery” for new tech
Puts in critical infra
infra-clusters, adaptable to
structure to realise other
3. BACKWARD
other sectors
economic potential &
Inputs: Capital goods,
Inputs:
could stimulate LED
consumables,
HRD, R&D
services, (also export)
export)

If the linkages cannot be made, the people’s resources would be best
left unexploitedunexploited- Need to maximise the developmental & interintergenerational impact whilst still extant!
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Spatial Linkages:
Linkages
Infrastructure
(transport, power, ICT) and
LED

Backward
Linkages
Inputs:
Capital goods
Consumables
Services

Mining:
Concentration, smelting, refinin
g => metal/alloy

Knowledge Linkages

Forward Linkages:
Linkages
Intermediate products =>
Manufacturing; Logistics ;
other sectors (agriculture
, forestry, fisheries, etc.)

Fiscal linkages:
linkages
Resource rent capture &
deployment: long-term human
& physical infrastructure
development

HRD: skills formation
R&D: tech development
Geo-knowledge (survey)
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- Capture and efficient
deployment of rents (inter-generational equity);
- (HRD & Tech
Development)- prerequisite for developing the
other linkages!
- (inputs: capital
goods, services, consumables- Tend to be
knowledge intensive: Can reinvent themselves
in other sectors and survive beyond resource
depletion (exports- e.g. Nordics);
(beneficiation), important, but could be
constrained in the longer term by finite
resources.
- (infrastructure &
LED), important at early phase of resources
development and “life beyond the mine” (LED).
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Fiscal Linkages: Rent Capture
Resource Rents- Ricardo & Marx
Return on Investment (ROI) > costs including “normal” return
Time t

= Demand > Supply: limited
deposits/resources

= better deposit

S
t
a
t
e
M
i
n
e
r

Resource
Rents =
“luck” rents

Normal ROI
Tax
Labour
Inputs
(purchases)

Resource Rent Tax (RRT):
50% of ROI greater than Long Bond plus 7%
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However, the surplus declared can be
dramatically reduced through
P
R
O
F
I
T

Transfer
Pricing

Underinvoicing
of sales
Overinvoicing
of costs

Inputs,
Raw Materials

Finance charges
Labour
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expl. capital goods
• geophysical
• drilling
• survey
• etc.

mining capital goods
• drilling
• cutting
• hauling
• hoisting, etc.

Exploration

Mining

exploration services
• GIS
• analytical
• data processing
• financing
• etc

mining services
• mine planning
•consumables/spares
• sub-contracting
• financing
• analytical, etc

processing cap. goods
• crushers/mills
• hydromet plant
• materials handling
• furnaces, etc.

Mineral
Processing

processing services
• comminution
• grinding media
• chem/reagects
• process control
• analytical, etc

Refining Cap. Goods
•Smelters
•Furnaces
•Electro winning cells
•Casters

Smelting &
Refining

Refining services
•Reductants
•Chemicals
•Assaying
•Gas & elec supply

Fabrication Cap.goods
•Rolling
•Moulding
•Machining
•assembling

Fabrication

Value adding services
•Design
•Marketing
•Distribution
•Services

Resources inputs sector (up(up-stream) has a
comparative advantage in:
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“Deepening” the resource sector linkages: development of

the resource inputs & outputs industries is critical ,
Finland: 1970 on primary
commodities (pc- mining & forestry)
inverted U-curve,
shifts
to 1998
Finland:but
e.g.
Forestrymanufacturing
curvegoods
(mfgrew capital
resources
inputs
&
(machinery)
& value-added
outputs/beneficiation).
exports (wood
manufactures, pulp/paper)
Thru’on
investment
in R&D!
Chile: 1970
manufacturing
Ucurve (ISI), but shifts to 1998
primary commodities (mining &
agriculture) curve, after opening up
its economy (coup) in the 70’s.

Finland managed to shift from a 1970 resources (pc) trajectory to
a 1998 manufactures (mf) trajectory, through the development of
its resources inputs (machinery) and outputs (value-addition)
sectors (source Palma, G. 2004)
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Using a natural comparative advantage
to develop a competitive advantage
Finland: The mature forestry industrial cluster 1997a
FORWARD LINKAGES

BACKWARD LINKAGES
1. Specialized inputs
Chemical and biological
inputs (for production of
fibres, fillers, bleaches)
2. Machinery and equipment
For harvesting
(cutting, stripping, haulage)
For processing (for
production of
chips, sawmills, pulverizatio
n)
For paper manufacture
(30% of the world market)
3. Specialized services
Consultancy services on
forest management
Research institutes on
biogenetics, chemistry and
silviculture
Source: Ramos 1998 p111
(CEPAL Review, #68, 12/1998);

NATURAL COMPARATIVE
ADVANTAGE
Abundant forestry reserves and
plantations
(400-600m3 per capita)b

SIDE LINKAGES
Related activities
Electricity generation
Process automation
Marketing
Logistics
Environment industries (paper)
Mining (sulphuric acid)

1. Roundwood
Sawnwood
Plywood (40% of the world
market)
2. Wood products
Furniture
For construction
3. Wood pulp
4. Paper and cardboard
Newsprint
Art paper (25% of the world
market)
Toilet paper
Packaging
Special products

a: Generates 25% of Finland’s exports;
b: Compared with 25-30m3 per capita in the rest of the world.

(SA has a similar comparative advantage in minerals)
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Linkages in the SA minerals industry and the relationship between firms
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HC Development Strategy:
(Norway: OG21 tech strategy)
Prolong the life of the resources, migrate to
exports of resource techs and value-added
products: survive beyond resource depletion!
>Tech exports
>Gas VA

R&D
HRD
Statoil
75k

Extraction
ex-linkages

>recovery

>resources
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The MPRDA is essentially based on the principle of free mining, or
“free entry” (FIFA system). Free mining includes:
1. “a right of free access to lands in which the minerals are in public
ownership,
2. a right to take possession of them and acquire title by one’s own act of
staking a claim, and
3. a right to proceed to develop and mine the minerals discovered.”*

The MPRDA broadly fits into the World Bank’s revision of African
mineral regimes from the 80’s till current.
“..certain elements of the free mining doctrine that animated the nineteenthcentury formulation of mining regimes in the American and British spheres have
also guided the liberalisation process of African mining regimes over the 1980s
and 1990s. One of the ways this came about was through the retrenchment of
state authority, which in turn contributed to the institutionalisation of asymmetrical relations of power and influence that had important consequences for
local political processes, local participation, and community welfare.”+

Free mining originated in small enclaves in Medieval Europe but was
formalised in California and other European colonies in the 19th
century, as a vehicle to promote dispossession & colonisation. Today it

is promoted as “best practice” by the OECD & Bretton Woods!

Sources: *Barton 1993 & +Campbell 2010
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Exploration Terrains
Partially
Known

Unknown
assets

Exploration
Terrain (FIFA)
Exploration License
Automaticity
Progressive Tax (RRT)
Mining Charter
type conditions

Known
assets

Delineation
Terrain (TCC)

Geo-Reserve
GeoTerrain
•Further geosurvey: CGS, SMC
•Risk exploration
for future step-in
rights.

SMC or Auction on:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rent share (RRT)
Infra development
Up/downstream invest
BB-BEE/State free-carry
HRD & R&D, tech transfer
Community development

Mining Concession/Licence
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Exploration Terrains
Partially
Known

Unknown
assets

Exploration
Terrain

assets

Delineation
Terrain

Geo-Reserve
GeoTerrain

Exploration License
Automaticity

•Further geosurvey: CGS

Progressive Tax (RRT)

•Risk exploration
for future stepin rights.

Mining Charter
type conditions

Known

Auction on:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rent share (RRT)
Infra development
Up/downstream invest
BB-BEE/State free-carry
HRD & R&D, tech transfer
Community development

Mining Concession/Licence
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Key Elements in Optimising the
Developmental Impact (price discovery)
Bid evaluation should be based on several
transparent weighted criteria:
• State revenue over the life of the concession;
–RRT &/or CIT &/or Royalties: RRT least distortionary
–State will usually get more by backloading (lower discount rate)

• Excess infrastructure capex:
– over-dimensioning of project infrastructure for use by other
sectors (transport, power, water, etc.)

•
•
•
•
•

Upstream investments (project inputs: %VA);
Downstream investments (beneficiation: %VA)
Technology transfer & local R&D/HRD (R/an)
Indigenisation (%holding, %employ. equity)
Community development (R/an):
– Local and sending areas
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“Ministry of Economy” or Cluster w/strong Chair:
MoF, MMR, MED, MTI, MST, MPE, etc. (PICC?)
Trade &
Industry

Science &
Technology

Minerals

Economic
Development

Treasury

Public
Enterprises

Energy
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SA Example- The lost potential impact of concessioning the
state’s manganese assets against developmental goals
In 2002/3 the state’s manganese assets were given a diverse group of B-B BEE companies that
have failed to optimise the potential developmental impacts of this world-class mineral asset
(possibly the best unexploited manganese property in the world).
Before these assets were “given” to the B-B BEE interests several steel majors had shown a great
interest in acquiring them. This led to a high level check, in India & China, on the appetite for
steel companies to establish a world scale steel plant in South Africa in exchange for this asset
and the response was positive. Consequently it was proposed that the state’s unique manganese
resources should rather be auctioned against the following criteria:
• Job creation (direct & indirect);
• Downstream beneficiation (ferro-alloys, Mn, Mn salts, etc.);
• The establishment of a world-scale steel plant for flat & long products that would sell into the
SA market at EPPs (export parity prices) and thereby discipline Mittal’s monopoly pricing;
• Revenue stream to government (royalty, taxes: RRT?);
• Technology transfer & local R&D;
• B-B BEE.
Unfortunately this proposal was rejected and instead these assets were given to several B-B BEE
companies that lacked the resources to optimise the propulsive impact of these national assets. A
rough calculation on the potential jobs lost by this “give away” came up with a figure of over
100,000, mainly due to the impact of lowering steel prices to our manufacturing sector by 30% to
50% (after labour, steel is the most important input by value into SA’s capital goods sector).

One of numerous opportunities lost!
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Key Elements in Optimising the
Developmental Impact (price discovery)
Strategic mineral feedstocks for job creation
• Manufacturing: Steel, polymers, base
metals
• Infrastructure: Steel
(rebar), cement, copper, aluminium;
• Agriculture: Nitrogen (from
coal/gas), phosphate, potassium
(NPK), conditioners
• Energy: Coal, gas, nuclear (U, Th)
But almost all of these are supplied into our
economy at MONOPOLY PRICES (IPP)
destroying thousands of jobs!
We must find ways to discipline monopoly
capital!
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Hot rolled coil steel prices, US$/t
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

Value received on
local sales (IPP)
Amount that local
customers pay
above exports

World export price

Shipping to export
destination
Transport (to
Durban)
Ex-works export
price

Import duties

Wharfage, commiss
ion and delivery

Shipping to Durban

Import duty

Offloading and
admin

5% hassel factor

Transport to
Gauteng

Import parity price

Value received on
exports (EPP)

Transport costs might be as high as 47% of
the cost of importing flat steel!
Source: Iscor 2004 in DTI presentation to the Portfolio Committee of Trade & Industry, 24 Aug 2010
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Ownership & Control
Disciplining Monopoly CapitalCapitalBlanket Nationalisation:
• Our Constitution requires compensation, though

compensation could be at less than market value
considering “the history of the acquisition and use of

the property” .
• However, we have entered into bilateral investment
(protection) agreements (BITs) with most of the
countries of the main shareholders domicile/listing.
These agreements demand prompt compensation at
market value:
• The cost to acquire 100% of listed companies only
would be about one trillion Rand: This exceeds the
entire government budget and would put us into
unserviceable debt…… and into clutches of the
Bretton Woods Institutions under a SAP. This would be
untenable!
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Ownership & Control

Disciplining Monopoly CapitalCapital- Blanket
Nationalisation without compensation:
This would
would require a Constitutional change
and would result in a collapse of foreign
investment and access to finance.
AlsoAlso- widespread litigation by foreign
investors under investment protection
agreements (BITs) = we pay all the same =
unserviceable debt……
• Unmitigated disaster for our country and
people!
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Ownership & Control

Disciplining Monopoly CapitalCapitalTargeted State Interventions
(including state control):
• The principal outcomes desired are a much greater
share of the resource rents - through the introduction
of a 50% Resource Rent Tax (RRT ) see below, and
• The development of all the mineral economic
linkages (backward, forward, knowledge and spatial,
see below) using a variety of instruments.
• Nationalisation of targeted mineral extraction is
monopolyalways an option, particularly for strategic monopolypriced mineral feedstocks (e.g. Sasol & AMSA), if
other instruments don’t work.
• State ownership was used by several of the states
surveyed for strategic mineral feedstocks into the
economy, especially iron & steel.
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Ownership & Control

Nationalisation of Mineral Assets:
•This
This was realised through the MPRDA of 2002, in
line with the Freedom Charter, through the
conversion of “old order” private rights to “new
order” state rights.
• However, there have been challenges to this
conversion on the basis that it is in effect a property
expropriation under Section 25 of the Constitution.

PROPOSAL:
We should await the final outcome of the current
challenge, before developing a strategy on this.
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Ownership & Control
State Minerals Company (SMC)
We have already taken the decision to build a State Minerals Company

PROPOSALS:
SMC Capitalisation and Governance: Transfer to the SMC state
holdings from the IDC and CEF. Initially be capitalised, resourced
and run by the IDC as a subsidiary (until SMC Act passed). Initially
Board would be nominated by the IDC (MED), with
MMR, MoE,
MoE, MPE, and MTI input;
Once free standing (w/own Act) it should come under the proposed
Ministry of the Economy, but if not, under MMR, with Board
nominated with MED, MTI, MoE,
MoE, MPE to ensure alignment with
national economic strategies.
The SMC’s Mandate should include:
• Development of “strategic minerals”: supply into economy at EPP
 SMC should get firstfirst-sight of all new CGS geogeo-data (3m);
• SMC should be tasked with growing BBBEE greenfields property
companies (thru’ minority share , finance & skills development) ;
• SMC should develop mineral knowledge linkages (invest in
technical HRD and R&D) .
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Ownership & Control

Combine State & Union Holdings
A combination of state and Union (pension)
holdings often already represents a large
holding in many mining companies, but the
Union holding is generally controlled by
private sector fund managers.

PROPOSAL:
The ANC and COSATU should develop a
strategy to pool their mineral holdings in
order to promote developmental outcomes in
the company concerned.
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Ownership & Control

Align State and BB-B BEE Strategies
We need to align State and BB-B BEE influence in
minerals companies to maximize the developmental
impact. The state holdings are ultimately owned by
the people = maximum broadbroad-based BEE.

PROPOSAL
• Increase the combined B-B BEE and state minimum
holding to 30%
•Amend the Mining Charter to include state in a new
B--B BEE equity target (30%), to assist the
increased B
broad-BEE companies in realising comprehensive broad
based empowerment (job creation) through the
maximisation of mineral economic linkages and the
creation of job opportunities
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Mineral Resources Asset Management
• Create a super-Ministry of the Economy to ensure
strategy alignment, or at least merge the key
ministries (trade & industry, mineral resources and
energy) or a Cluster with a Chair that can impose
alignment (PICC type structure?);
• Public tender (“price discovery”) of all known unconcessioned mineral assets against
developmental goals (linkages, below);
• Create a “Minerals Commission” (MinCom) agency
to manage mineral rights allocations (reconfigure
the Minerals Development Board);
• Create a national “Concessions and Compliance
Commission” (CCC), to oversee the concessioning
by public tender (reconfigure the PPP Unit);
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Mineral Resources Asset Management

• Amend the MPRDA objectives to include the
maximisation of developmental impacts to allow for
backward and forward linkages conditionality
(local content and beneficiation milestones);
• Amend the MPRDA to cater for a category of
“strategic minerals” (critical feedstocks into our
economy) with extraction and pricing conditions
(especially steel and coal);
• Establish a Presidential Mineral Rights Audit
Commission to carry out a forensic audit on the
granting of all New Order Rights;
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Mineral Resources Asset Management
• Introduce an exploration (prospecting) right
transfer capital gains tax of 50%, to discourage
speculators (flippers)
• Dramatically increase expenditure on geo-survey
(CGS);
• Impose a tight “Use-it-or-Lose-it” exploration
regime to discourage speculators;
• Reinforce research into mining health & safety
(SIMRAC)
• Consider the establishment of a joint Minerals
Environmental Monitoring and Compliance Agency
(DMR & DEAT);
• Reinforce Minerals Environmental Impacts
Research;
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Mineral Economic Linkages
Fiscal Linkages:
• Impose a RRT of 50% on returns greater than LongBond Rate plus 7%;
• Reduce mineral royalty rates to 1% of revenue;
• Introduce a withholding tax of 30% for shareshareholders in tax havens (combat transfer pricing);
• Put carbon tax on hold and consider other
supply/demand side measures;
• Ring-fence RRT receipts in a SWF with 3 windows:
• A Regional Development Fund for trade
infrastructure;
• A Fiscal Stabilisation Fund;
• A Minerals Development Fund
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Mineral Economic Linkages
Fiscal Linkages:
Deployment of RRT SWF
Target
% of RRT SWF
Minerals Development Fund
40.0%
GeoGeo-survey
Exploration facilitation

2.5%
5.0%

Royalty compensation
Technical HRD

5.0%
10.0%

Minerals R&D
Pilot Beneficiation Hubs

2.5%
15.0%

Regional Development Fund

30.0%

Fiscal Stabilisation Fund

30.0%

Total

100%
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Mineral Economic Linkages
Forward Linkages:

• Create category of “strategic minerals” with extraction
& pricing conditions- domestic sales at EPP or cost plus;
• Harmonise minerals and industrial strategy- create
Ministry of Economy or strong cluster;
• Impose beneficiation milestones in mining licenses;
• Impose a small export tariff on select raw mineral
exports to encourage beneficiation;
• Impose IPP rail and energy tariffs (MPE) equivalent to
IPP (alternative price) on IPP abusers;
• Establish new steel producer to sell at EPP in domestic
market and discipline current IPP abusers;
• Ban all scrap metal exports (reserve for domestic use);
• Producer PowerPower- PGMs: Amend the Exchange Control
Regulations to prohibit the sale of “Precious Metals” in
order to negotiate supply for local VA.
• Establish “Pilot
Pilot Beneficiation Hubs”
Hubs
• Support beneficiation techs and skills development.
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Mineral Economic Linkages
Forward /backward Linkages: Pilot VA Hubs
Element

Description

Objective

Location

Adjacent international ports, inland port,
airport (as per IDZs)
Close to areas with extreme unemployment:
>60%
Beneficiated resource-based products : >50%
VA
Resource industry inputs (capital goods &
services) >50% VA
Exports: >50% of output exported (exemption
for new products)
50% CIT for 10y.
After 10y- full CIT
Special IDC managed fund for capex: equity
(<50%) & debt
Infrastructure Integration Fund

To facilitate exports and customs
procedures (duty free zone)
To target areas with greatest need
for jobs
To ensure real VA and not relabelling or re-forming
To ensure real VA and not relabelling or minimal re-forming
To discourage the relocation of
existing industries
To ameliorate capex servicing
period (PRC SEZs: 30y at ½ CIT)
Access to capital at concessionary
terms
To connect the investment to
power, water, transport, telecoms
To rapidly adjust to changes in
demand
To protect retrenched workers from
loss of income (36m)
To rapidly re-employ retrenched
workers
To cater for unemployed in remote
areas (as per PRC SEZs)
To develop appropriate new up- &
downstream products/processes &
production techs, to enhance
international competitiveness
(for all 3 designated Pilot Hubs)

Products

Incentives

Labour flexibility: Exempt from applicable
LRA clauses.
“Safety-Net” for labour under R100k/an: 90%
for 1styear, 80% for 2ndyear, 70% for 3rdyear
Automatic Re-skilling Scheme for retrenched
labour for 3 years
Accommodation fund for migrant workers
(family units)
Technology Development Fund- 2:1 for “blue
sky” innovation and 1:1 for brown-fields
R&D, with the private sector
TOTAL

Funding/an
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
R500mn
R300mn
NA
R3000mn
R1500mn
R300mn
R400mn

R6000mn/an

VA: value addition; CIT: Corporate Income Tax
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Mineral Economic Linkages
Backward Linkages:

• Impose local content milestones in all mining
licenses (year 5, 10, 15, 20);
• Ensure harmonised minerals and industrial
strategystrategy create Ministry of Economy or strong
cluster (“PICC” for MEC);
• Base the BEE purchase requirements in the Mining
Charter on the BEE proportion of local value added ,
not total (imported) value;
• Establish “Pilot
Pilot VA Hubs”
Hubs (see above);
• Support the development of upstream
technologies and skills.
skills
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Mineral Economic Linkages
Knowledge Linkages:
• Discourage exit of tech skillsskills Impose a “loan”
(difference between full costs and fees paid) on all
science/engineering graduates - if they emigrate
before 10 years, they will be liable for the full
outstanding portion of the loan.
• Build an integrated mining technology Science
Council by amending the Mineral Technology Act of
1989 to cover the activities of the defunct COMROMiningtek.
• Dramatically increase funding for R&D (from RRT);
• Dramatically increase funding for HRD: school
maths & science, engineering & science graduates
and technicians-artisans;
• Make engineering & science degrees free.
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Mineral Economic Linkages
Spatial Linkages:
• Make all mineral infrastructure concessions or
servitudes dependent on open access at nonnondiscriminatory tariffs;
tariffs
• Make the mining companies finance their own
infrastructure (protect national a/c for people’s
expenditure):
• Concession the major mineral rail corridors (short
user concessions w/national supply & pricing
conditions). Open access
• Concession select power stations to consortia of
large coal producers – electricity consumers with
expansion & pricing conditions (min viable length).;
• Assess shale gas resources and impacts (CGS, CEF).
Reserve resources for future strategy;
• LED:
LED Failure to comply with the community and worker
conditions of the Charter should trigger a suspension of
the mining licence;
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Regional Integration
• Progress the extension of membership of the
Southern African Customs Union (SACU
SACU)
SACU to increase
market for linkages industries;
• Consider the formation of a SADC free trade zone
for iron/steel, petrochems and energy (similar to EC
ECSA- Treaty of Paris);
• Invest in long-term trade infrastructure across the
southern African region, through the proposed
Regional Development Fund (SWF);
• Include regional producers in Producer Power
strategies (PGMs);
• Develop regional HEP strategy
• Develop regional gas strategy
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ACTIONS

IMPACTS

Build SMC (State Minerals
Company) for Strategic
Minerals & BEE

Mineral Asset Auctions against
RRT, linkages, BEE, HRD, R&D

Forensic audit of mineral
rights “conversions”
Categorisation of SA into
“Known” & “Unknown”
geo-terrains (CGS)

Introduction of
a 50% Resource
Rent Tax (RRT)
Amend MPRDA to
impose linkages
conditions on licenses
Introduce small export
tax on select crude
mineral exports
Lower royalties to 1%
Develop new EPP iron
ore & steel project:
Ban scrap metal exports
Amend MPRDA for
“Strategic Minerals”
w/pricing conditions
Apply IPP rail & power
tariffs to IPP abusers
Poss. nationalisation of
obdurate IPP suppliers
Invest in Mineral
Infrastructure (PPPs)
Amend Exchange
Control Regs for sales of
“precious metals”

Develop new mines & linkages industries,
w/EPP for strategic mins; w/BEE

Increase in exploration

Reduced exploration
risk & new targets

Massive increase in
geo-survey : CGS

Competitive currency:
<DD, Greater Exports

SWF

Greater up- & downstream
VA, >tax, >BEE, >HRD, >R&D

Regional Development Fund
Fiscal Stabilisation Fund

Increase in exploration &
projects (state & pvt)

Exploration negotiable
Tax certificates
Greater exports to region
& cheaper imports
Investment in regional
trade infrastructure

Beneficiation VA Hubs/IDZs

JOBS in new mines &
linkage sectors, >BEE
Up- & downstream
JOBS. Grow B-B BEE.
JOBS in HRD, R&D
JOBS in New Mines &
Expanded production
JOBS across the
economy
JOBS in construction &
infra. inputs industry
Fiscal Stability (JOB
protection in slumps)

Technical HRD & R&D Funds
Local content Milestones
Beneficiation Milestones

Grow Back- & Forward
Linkages industries,
skills & technologies

HRD & R&D obligations
LED/worker obligations
Greater Beneficiation

JOBS in Up- and
Downstream
(manufacturing &
services) Industries
JOBS in LED (local &
sending communities)
JOBS in expanded
production & new mines

Lower costs /cut-off grade: > reserves
EPP Manufacturing Minerals
(steel, polymers & base metals)

Lower manufacturing costs

JOBS in manufacturing

EPP Agric minerals (NPK)

Lower agriculture costs

EPP Infrastructure minerals

Reduced Infra. costs

JOBS in agric & Lower
agric product prices

Cost+ coal to Eskom

Reduced Power Tariffs

Greater mineral exports (Fe & Mn ore, coal, etc)

JOBS across the
economy
JOBS in construction &
infra inputs industries

Infrastructure invest (rail/ports/energy)
Negotiate PGM supply for local PGM VA &techs

JOBS in PGM-based
industries (H2 economy)

Notes: VA value addition; EPP/IPP Export /Import Parity Price; SWF sovereign wealth fund; <DD less Dutch Disease
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Stakeholders:
Labour, Business, Ci
vil Society, etc.
Ministry of Economy or Cluster w/strong Chair:
MoF, MMR, MoE, MED, MTI, MST, MPE, etc.
SOEs & State Institutions

(Presidency)

(MED) IDC:

(MoF Nat. Treasury)

(MMR)

(MMR)

SWF*

SMC*

CCC*

CGS

MinCom*

Build Treasury PPP Unit
into CCC:
•Develop systems for
resources auctions;
•Oversee resource
auctions/concessions
w/MinCom, et al;
• Due Diligence of all
bidders;
• Oversee M&E of
concessions
w/MinCom.

• Categorise SA into
“known” & “unknown”
mineral terrains
• M&E of all exploration
licenses;
• Work w/SMC to ID &
develop new mineral
targets
• Massive increase in
geo-mapping & ID of
new assets

Build Minerals & Mining
Development Board into
MinCom:
•Establish MCIMS
• Manage allocation of all
mineral rights.
• Manage mineral asset
auctions w/CCC
•M&E of concessions
w/CCC.
•Develop Mineral Policies
& Strategies

• Offshore fund :
ring-fenced RRT
receipts.
1. Regional
Development
Fund
2. Fiscal
Stabilisation
Fund
3. Minerals
Development
Fund

• IDC to Build SMC from its
mineral holdings
• Hold all state equity in
mining & beneficiation;
w/Union Pension Funds?;
• Hold & develop state
Strategic Mineral assets;;
• 1st sight of all new CGS
geo-data (3m);
• Partner and build BEE co’s,
<50%.
• w/New Act: under MMR

* SWF: Sovereign Wealth Fund; SMC: State Minerals Company”, CCC: Concessions & Compliance Commission”, MinCom: Minerals Commission,
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RRT receipts
(SARS)

SWF Legislation
Annual Mandate

Parliament
Presidency

Treasury
Governors
9 State reps: Presidency, MoF, MTI, MMR,
MoE, MIC, MST, MPE, MoT.
3 Experts: Infrastructure, Finance, Minerals

Lean Admin Capacity

SWF
Offshore Funds (60%):
Regional Development
Fund (DBSA)
Fiscal stabilisation Fund
(Treasury)

Investment
Management
Capacity
Onshore Funds (40%):

Minerals Development Fund:
•
•
•
•

Geo-knowledge Fund (CGS)
Exploration Facilitation Fund (Treasury)
Royalty compensation (Treasury)
HRD Fund (Basic Education, Higher
Education, Science & Technology)
• Technology Development Fund (Science &
Technology, Trade & Industry)
• Beneficiation Hub Fund (Trade & Industry)
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1. Our rich and diverse mineral resources endowment could underpin
growth, development and job creation but this will not happen through
“market forces” alone. We need to begin to apply our concept of a
Democratic Developmental State to the governance of our mineral
assets, to ensure that the development of all the mineral linkage sectors
is maximised to stimulate industrialisation and job creation and to
capture an equitable share of our resource rents.
2. The key state intervention to realise the crucial economic linkages is the
development of quality technical human resources
(engineers, scientists, technicians), at which we are currently failing badly.
An indicative “guesstimate” of the proposed interventions indicates that
up to 1 million jobs could be created over 2 to 5 years. In general one
mining job creates about one other job elsewhere in the linkages sectors
(especially inputs).
3. In general we need to transform the core of our economy, the Minerals
Energy Complex (MEC), through good governance, into the driver of
growth & development through the maximisation of all the MEC linkages
(fiscal, backward, forward, knowledge and spatial), rather than merely a
vehicle for super-profits, much of which are expatriated.
4. Such a resource-based (MEC) growth & development strategy will be
greatly enhanced by equitable regional integration (SADC).
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5.

6.

7.

8.

A major challenge is ensuring that a much higher proportion of
the super-returns from the extraction of the people’s resources is in the
hands of the state to invest for the people as a whole, whilst ensuring
that the minerals sector continues to grow and prosper. South Africa's
taxes are generally lower than most other countries. We need to
introduce a Resource Rent Tax and the receipts should go into
Sovereign Wealth Fund, part of which should be used to develop
infrastructure, skills & geo-knowledge, including to the benefit of the
minerals sector.
Knowing what the people’s exploitable resources there are is a crucial
starting point. The state must dramatically increase investment into
geo-survey capacity (Council for Geo-Sciences: CGS) and ensure that
valuable rights are concessioned with the optimal developmental
returns, through public tender (“price discovery”) or the SMC.
Maximising the developmental impacts (linkages) from resources means
effective coordination on the part of the state, rather than fragmented
decision making. A super-Ministry of the Economy should be created,
or at least the merging of the key MEC Ministries: minerals, energy,
trade & industry and economic development.
It is incumbent on our generation to ensure that the current depletion
of our finite mineral assets establishes a competitive industrial
platform for the economic prosperity of future generations.
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SIMS Indicative JOB CREATION Guesstimates (400k to 1 million)
ACTIONS

IMPACTS

Build SMC (State Minerals
Company) for Strategic
Minerals & BEE

JOBS in new mines &
linkage sectors, >BEE

Forensic audit of mineral
rights “conversions”
Categorisation of SA into
“Known” & “Unknown”
geo-terrains (CGS)

Up- & downstream
JOBS. Grow B-B BEE.
JOBS in HRD, R&D

Introduction of
a 50% Resource
Rent Tax (RRT)
Amend MPRDA to
impose linkages
conditions on licenses
Introduce small export
tax on select crude
mineral exports

JOBS in New Mines &
Expanded production
JOBS across the
economy
JOBS in construction &
infra. inputs industry
Fiscal Stability (JOB
protection in slumps)

Lower royalties to 1%

JOBS in Up- and
Downstream
(manufacturing &
services) Industries

Develop new EPP iron
ore & steel project:

JOBS in LED (local &
sending communities)

Ban scrap metal exports

JOBS in expanded
production & new mines

Amend MPRDA for
“Strategic Minerals”
w/pricing conditions

JOBS in manufacturing

Apply IPP rail & power
tariffs to IPP abusers

JOBS in agric & Lower
agric product prices

Poss. nationalisation of
obdurate IPP suppliers
Invest in Mineral
Infrastructure (PPPs)

JOBS across the
economy

Amend Exchange
Control Regs for sales of
“precious metals”

JOBS in construction &
infra inputs industries
JOBS in PGM-based
industries (H2 economy)

High

Low

1000’s

1000’s

Remove Mineral Export Constraints:
10% increase in mineral exports (CGE model)
20% increase in mineral exports (CGE model)
30% increase in mineral exports (CGE model)
• +10% Beneficiation VA
• +20% Beneficiation VA
• +10% local content VA
• +20% local content VA
• EPP Iron & Steel
• EPP Polymers
• EPP Base metals
• EPP Cement
• EPP Other (NPK)
Coal @ cost plus (reduce energy costs)
New HRD investment (teachers/bursars)
New R&D invest (license & SWF) & geogeo-survey
3 Pilot Beneficiation Hubs
Mineral Infrastructure Upgrades
Mineral Asset Auctions
SMC
Greater regional exports/imports
Regional trade infrastructure
PGM VA Strategy
New Mines (& EPP steel project)

95
191
286
40
70
20
30
90
80
20
20
30
20
30
5
45
4
55
15
80
6
14
100

50
100
150
20
40
10
15
60
50
10
10
10
10
15
3
20
2
25
5
40
3
7
50

TOTAL (1000's)

1000

400

Intervention/Action (2(2-5y)
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1. Much greater coordination of key MEC sectors
(minerals, trade, industry, energy, SOEs,
technology, etc.) through a “Ministry of Economy”
or strong Cluster (PICC type structure?);
2. Impose a RRT and ringring-fence receipts in a SWF
with 3 Funds: Fiscal Stabilisation, Regional
Development & Minerals Development;
3. Amend MPRDA for license linkages conditions
(up(up- & downstream VA) and for “strategic
minerals” with extraction and pricing conditions;
4. Urgently expand/upgrade mineral infrastructure
(transport & energy) through short PPPs (“user(“userconcessions” with national supply/pricing offsets)
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Thank You
Ke a leboga
Ngiyabonga
Dankie
Inkosi
paulj1952@gmail.com
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Evapotranspiration- FAO
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